Single step, direct fluorescence immunoassays based on metal enhanced fluorescence (MEF-FIA) applicable as micro plate-, array-, multiplexing- or point of care-format.
Although Enzyme Linked Immuno Sorbent Assay (ELISA) technology is approaching it's 45th year of existence since first described in 1971, it is still the main diagnostic tool in clinical research and routine diagnostics. However, despite its broad usage it suffers from some drawbacks, limiting its use especially in more advanced assay formats like multiplexing platforms, point of care devices or protein arrays. Those limitations result from the need for an enzyme label, a soluble enzyme substrate, washing steps (multiplexing, point care, arrays) and in some cases also insufficient sensitivity, because the majority of circulating proteins and thus potential biomarkers may be found in lower sub-picomolar concentrations. We hereby present a new assay platform based on metal enhanced fluorescence (MEF), that remedies these problems since it eliminates the need for washing steps, for using enzyme labels and allows detection of analytes down to sub-picomolar concentrations. In addition this technology is fully compatible to standard fluorescence reader equipment as it is found in many laboratories nowadays. Since our present work is focused on single biomarker evaluation, we chose a 96 well plate format for convenience, but any other formate like antibody arrays, strip-like point of care devices etc. is feasible too.